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Abstract
We argue that the Vafa–Witten proof on absence of spontaneous parity breaking in QCD has the following two loopholes:
first, when perturbed by an external field coupled to a parity-odd quark operator, the QCD vacuum energy could be a decreasing
function of the field, contrary to the observation used in the proof. The difference comes from that the effective gluonic operator
has in general a parity-even part which does not contribute to the path integral as a pure phase. Second, when perturbed by an
external field coupled to a parity-odd gluonic operator, the vacuum energy is always a rising function of the field, independent of
the existence of spontaneous parity breaking. This is because the parity-odd gluonic perturbations contribute to the path integral
as a pure phase, and could not serve to select a physical vacuum should parity be spontaneously broken.
 2002 Elsevier Science B.V.
The quantum chromodynamic (QCD) action with
real and positive quark masses and without the theta
term is explicitly invariant under the spatial parity
transformation. This does not mean, of course, that
the ground state of QCD is also invariant under
the transformation. If not, there are at least two
degenerate QCD vacua, calling them |01〉 and |02〉,
which transform into each other by parity. Picking
one of these vacua as the physical ground state,
parity is said to have been spontaneously broken.
There is no experimental evidence that the QCD
ground state breaks parity spontaneously, nor is there
a theoretical prejudice that this shall happen. An
interesting question arises naturally as to whether one
can rule this out directly from the QCD Lagrangian.
E-mail address: xji@physics.umd.edu (X. Ji).
Nearly two decades ago, Vafa and Witten have
shown no spontaneous breaking of parity occurs in
vector-like gauge theories such as QCD [1]. The
conclusion has been referred to as a Vafa–Witten
theorem in the literature. Their proof of the theorem
can be summarized in the following four observations:
• First, when there is a spontaneous symmetry
breaking, the energy of a system as a function
of the external field h coupled to a symmetry-
breaking operator X has a cusp at h= 0. The cusp
points upward, showing the energy as a decreasing
function of the field. A simple example is the
energy of a magnet in an external magnetic field,
E = − B · M , which is negative-definite because
the magnetization direction M always points to
the direction of B .
• Second, in vector-like gauge theories the Euclid-
ean space path-integral in the partition function
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has a positive-definite integrand. Indeed, after in-
tegrating out the quark fields, one obtains,
(1)e−EV4 =
∫
[DA] Detnf [/D+m]e−SYM,
where nf is the number of fermion flavor, V4
is the four-volume, and E is the vacuum energy
density. Since the gauge potentials Aµ are real,
the exponential factor is real and positive. The
Dirac operator /D is anti-Hermitian with imaginary
eigenvalues,
(2)/D|λn〉 = iλn|λn〉.
Moreover, [/D,γ5]+ = 0 implies −iλn is also an
eigenvalue. Therefore Det[/D + m] = ∏n(λ2n +
m2) 0.
• Third, a parity-odd, pure gluonic operator X must
have an odd number of ε-tensors, or an odd-
number of 0-components. When analytically con-
tinued to the Euclidean space, all 0-components
acquire an i , and X becomes pure imaginary. The
external perturbation coupled to X contributes a
pure phase to the integrand in Eq. (1),
(3)eih
∫
d4x XE ,
thereby reducing the value of the integral. Hence
the vacuum energy density satisfies E(h) > E(0).
• Finally, when the perturbation couples to a quark
operator, the quark fields can be integrated out to
yield an effective (non-local) gluonic operator, for
which the last observation holds. In particular, the
vacuum energy must be a rising function of the
external field.
Since for all parity-odd perturbations, E(h) rises
with |h|, spontaneous parity breaking cannot occur
according to the first observation.
Although the parity is believed not to break spon-
taneously in QCD, the Vafa–Witten theorem has stim-
ulated much discussion in the literature. Aoki found
a parity-breaking phase in lattice QCD with Wil-
son fermions, which seems to satisfy all conditions
of the Vafa–Witten theorem [2]. Sharpe and Sin-
gleton pointed out that the parity-odd quark opera-
tors have different behavior as the parity-odd glu-
onic operators, contrary the last observation above
[3]. The question remains then why all parity-odd
gluonic operators have zero expectation values if the
system is in a symmetry-breaking phase. Along a
different line of investigation, Azcoiti and Galante
found that the vacuum energy density in the pres-
ence of the external symmetry breaking source sim-
ply does not exist. Therefore, the very starting point
of the Vafa–Witten proof seems in doubt [4]. In a
recent publication, Cohen [5] showed that the Vafa–
Witten theorem does not apply to finite temperature
QCD systems because there exist parity-odd pertur-
bations whose couplings to the external fields do not
contribute to the integrand as pure phases. In fact,
possible phenomenological consequences of sponta-
neous parity-breaking in heavy-ion collisions have
been discussed recently by Kharzeev, Pisarski, and
Tytgat [6].
In this Letter, we argue that the Vafa–Witten proof
has two loopholes:
• When perturbed by an external field coupled to
a parity-odd quark operator, the vacuum energy
could be a decreasing function of the field, con-
sistent with the finding of Sharpe and Singleton
about the quark operators [3]. To understand the
discrepancy with the Vafa–Witten observations,
we work out the effective gluonic operator in a
simple example. We find that the effective oper-
ator contains a parity-even part which does not
contribute to the path integral as a phase fac-
tor.
• When perturbed by an external field coupled to
a parity-odd gluonic operator, the vacuum energy
is always a rising function of the field, indepen-
dent of the existence of the spontaneous parity
breaking. This happens because the parity-odd
gluonic perturbations are not capable of selecting
a parity-breaking vacuum in the path integral. The
symmetry-breaking effect in the vacuum energy
appears only if the external fields are analytically
continued off the real axis.
For these reasons, a full proof of the Vafa–Witten
theorem is yet to be found.
To illustrate the first point, we study the exam-
ple of an external field coupled to the parity-odd iso-
vector operatorX= ψ¯iγ5τ3ψ (assuming two degener-
ate light quark flavors). After integrating out the quark
field in the partition function, we obtain a fermion de-
terminant Det(/D+mi− γ5τ3h). Using the eigenstates
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of /D, it is straightforward to show that
Det(/D +m− iγ5τ3h)
= (m2 + h2)ν
(∏
n
(
λ2n +m2 + h2
))2

(
m2
)ν(∏
n
(
λ2n +m2
))2
(4)= Det(/D +m),
where ν is the net number of (anti-)instantons in the
gauge configurations. The partition function Z(h) is
then larger than Z(0), and hence E(h) < E(0), i.e.,
the energy is a decreasing function of h, contrary to
the observation stated above.
Where does the Vafa–Witten observation break
down? To find the answer, let us calculate the fermion
determinant in a different way,
Det(/D +m− ihτ3γ5)
= exp(Tr log(/D+m− ihτ3γ5))
= Det(/D +m)
(5)× exp(Tr log(1− (/D +m)−1ihτ3γ5)).
Thus the effective (non-local) gluonic perturbation to
the action is
(6) Seff =−Tr log
(
1− (/D+m)−1ihγ5τ3
)
.
When expanded at small h, the effective action has
both parity-even (even in h) and parity-odd (even
in h) parts. The parity-odd part vanishes because of
the isospin trace. The parity-even part is real function
of the gluon field, could either enhance or decrease
the integrand of the path integral. Therefore, it is not
surprising at all that E(h) is decreasing function of h
in this example.
The decreasing vacuum energy is a necessary but
not sufficient condition for spontaneous parity break-
ing. In fact, it is easy to show that the parity-odd per-
turbation coupled to i¯γ5τ3ψ does not lead to a parity-
odd vacuum condensate when the quarks are mas-
sive [7]. Using the approach in Ref. [8], one obtains
〈ψ¯ iγ5τ3ψ〉 = − lim
λ→0 limV4→∞
2
V4
〈∑
n
2h
λ2n +m2 + h2
〉
=−2 lim
λ→0
∫
dλρ(λ)
2h
λ2 +m2 + h2
(7)= 0,
where there is no subtlety in taking the limit of h→ 0
for finite quark mass. With some qualification, the
above may be considered as a partial proof of the
Vafa–Witten theorem.
If, however, the quarks are massless, then
〈ψ¯iγ5τ3ψ〉 =− lim
λ→0 limV4→∞
2
V4
〈∑
n
2h
λ2n + h2
〉
=−2 lim
λ→0
∫
dλρ(λ)
2h
λ2 + h2
(8)=−2ρ(0).
The parity and flavor symmetries seem to break spon-
taneously. To understand the result, recall that if the
chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken (ρ(0) = 0),
the degenerate vacua satisfy the condition
(9)π2 + σ 2 = ν2.
All solutions are physically equivalent. The physical
vacuum is conventionally chosen to be
(10)π = 0, σ = ν.
However, one can also choose
(11)π1 = π2 = σ = 0, π3 = ν.
The parity and flavor break only nominally because
the chiral symmetry guarantees the existence of new
flavor and parity symmetries around the new QCD
vacuum [3]. If we couple the massless QCD to
electromagnetism, and then apply a small perturbation
to tilt the vacuum to the direction in Eq. (11), the
genuine parity-breaking effects may be seen through
electromagnetic decay.
Now we turn to a second loophole in the Vafa–
Witten proof. We argue that the vacuum energy is
always a rising function of the external field h coupled
to parity-odd gluonic operator X, independent of the
mode in which parity is realized. Hence E(h) cannot
be used as a diagnose for spontaneous parity breaking.
This situation is analogous, to a certain extent, to
an anti-ferromagnetic system in an external magnetic
field: although the perturbation breaks the rotational
symmetry, the energy density does not develop a cusp
as a function of the applied field.
To see this more concretely, we consider a system
with doubly degenerate vacua |01〉 and |02〉, such that
(12)P |01〉 = |02〉, P |02〉 = |01〉.
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To select one of them as a physical vacuum in
path integral calculations, one has to add a symmetry-
breaking perturbation in the action to kill contribu-
tions from the other vacuum. Otherwise, the symmet-
ric action and symmetric (positive) integration mea-
sure in the path integral account the contributions from
|01〉 and |02〉 equally, and any spontaneous symmetry
breaking effects get averaged out [4]. Another exam-
ple is spontaneous chiral-symmetry breaking in mass-
less QCD. Although 〈ψ¯ψ〉 = 0 in one of the degener-
ate vacua,
(13)〈ψ¯ψ〉 =
∫
[Dφ] ψ¯ψe−SQCD(m=0) = 0,
because the path integral averages 〈ψ¯ψ〉 over all
possible vacua. When a chiral-symmetry breaking
mass term mψ¯ψ is added to the action, the path
integral selects the vacuum in the σ direction. Then
the vacuum energy as function of m develops a cusp at
m= 0.
Not all symmetry breaking terms are effective in
selecting a physical vacuum. The global magnetic field
applied to an anti-ferromagnet does not help to select
the staggered magnetization in the direction of the
magnetic field. In QCD, a perturbation coupled to
parity-odd gluonic operator introduces a pure phase
in the positive-definite path integral, which does not
enhance the contribution of a particular vacuum over
others, should parity breaks spontaneously. The phase
is proportional to the physical volume; and in the
thermodynamics limit, it oscillates wildly. The result
is that all vacua are sampled evenly in the path integral
and no symmetry breaking effects survive the average.
In particular, the vacuum energy has not cusp as a
function of the external field. Therefore, one cannot
make a statement about the existence of spontaneous
parity breaking by studying the vacuum energy as a
function of parity-odd gluonic perturbations.
One might argue that around θ = π where the
spontaneous CP violation does occur, the usual θ term
is a good perturbation to select a vacuum. However,
with θ = π , the path integral measure is no longer
positive definite, and hence does not have a probability
interpretation. In this case, the above argument does
not apply.
There are two ways to overcome the problem of se-
lecting a vacuum. First, one can choose a symmetric-
breaking term which is not a pure phase. Our previous
discussion shows that a quark operator might accom-
plish this. Second, one can continue the external field
into the complex plane. In the remainder of the Letter,
we consider the second possibility, illustrating further
the conclusion of the previous paragraph.
Before making the analytic continuation, we must
consider what type of perturbations yield in a well-
defined vacuum energy E(h). A counter example is
the ordinary harmonic oscillator perturbed by a λx4
term, which produces an energy not analytic at λ= 0.
The minimal requirement in QCD is that the resulting
Lagrangian must be renormalizable or else the con-
tinuum limit of the path integral does not exist. This
restricts the possible perturbations to dimension-four
or less operators. Under the constraint, E(h) might be
an analytic function of h near h= 0 in the symmetric
phase. If so we can continue E(h) to the complex plan
of h using the path integral, although strictly speaking
the Hamiltonian is no longer Hermitian and the en-
ergy is not pure real. Near h= 0, we can expand E(h)
in Taylor series,
(14)E(h)= 1
2
αh2 + · · · ,
where α > 0 for pure gluonic operators [1]. Therefore
the real part of the vacuum energy is a saddle with
a ridge along Re(h) direction, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
A classical example of analytical continuation is the
Lee–Yang theory for liquid-gas phase transition in
which the partition function was studied as a function
of complex chemical potential [9].
Suppose that parity is spontaneously broken. When
a parity-odd gluonic perturbation is introduced, the
phase factor in the path integral introduces a rel-
ative weighting between contributions of different
vacua [4]. There may be complete cancellations of
the different contributions, resulting in partition func-
tion zeros on the real axis of h. For a finite volume
V4, E(h) is analytic at h = 0, and has logarithmic
cuts at zeros of z. As V4 → ∞, the partition func-
tion zeros become denser and denser, and approach
steadily towards h = 0. In the end, E(h) develops a
cut along the real axis, passing through h = 0. The
real part of the vacuum energy now develops a shape
shown in Fig. 1(b). It still rises quadratically along
the real axis, but it falls linearly away from it. In fact,
along any direction passing through the origin, except
along the real axis, there is a linear cusp with nega-
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1. Vacuum energy surface as a function of the complex external parameter coupled to the gluon order parameter: (a) before spontaneous
symmetry breaking, (b) after spontaneous symmetry breaking.
tive slope, reflecting the effect of spontaneous parity
breaking.
This demonstrates once again that should spon-
taneous parity breaking occur, one would not have
seen it by studying E(h) as a function of Re(h) cou-
pled to pure gluonic operator. E(h) rises quadrati-
cally in h independent of the mode in which par-
ity is realized. However, one can see the cusp (phase
transition) by studying E(h) as a function of com-
plex h. A simple reason is that the imaginary part of
a complex h produces a real term in the symmetry-
breaking Lagrangian which serves to select a par-
ticular vacuum. The cut in the energy surface along
real axis is a result of selecting a different vac-
uum on the upper and lower parts of the complex
plane.
Therefore to complete the proof of the Vafa–Witten
theorem for pure glue QCD, one has to show that the
Lee–Yang zeroes do not exist on the real axis of h, or
if they do, they do not accumulate and march toward
h= 0 in the infinite volume limit, or there is not cusp
in any direction passing through the origin and off the
real axis. We notice a recent paper [10] discussing the
issue of Lee–Yang zeroes on the complex θ plane. The
Letter argues that unitarity, positivity, and existence of
BPS bounds are necessary ingredients to complete the
proof.
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